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It IS shown that the Maxwell equatiojis are (ajvariant Avith respoei. 
to the space-time transformation,
x '  ^  { x — c H l w ) y ,  V — { i — x l w ) y ,  //' =  y ,  z'  y  (1 —r /^wr) iI w I >  c. A  fow'^  consecjiiencos of this are discussed
1. I n t r o d u c tio n
Tlu^  (jovariance pioperty of ilie Maxwell equation wilh re.-ipoct to the lull Ijoreniz 
i^ voup js quite familiar. But it is also well known that the group of auiomorphisin 
oL MaxAVcll’s equation is larger tlian this as it contains the conformal group 
(( .^uiiningham 1910, Bateman 1910). This comprises of transformations which 
non-hncar in space-time Sen (1930) arriveil at a very important result that 
the Hnoarty of space-time transformations is a necessary eonsequence of the 
pjinciple of equivalence and continuity. Recently Dutta et al (1970) have 
point(*d to the interesting fact that the linearity, is almost a mathematical conso- 
ijuenco of tho principle of relativity. On the other hand, long back, Frank (1911) 
whowtid that if one restricted oneself to the only linear group of space-time trans- 
loj'matioii, then the grouj), with respect to which Maxwell’s equations were 
00variant, was tho Lorentz group together with tho ordinary affine group. This 
consist,s of linear transformations (r, cl) to (r', cl') such that
r'.r'-c<^n =  ±ifc(r.r-c2l2); (1)
where k is a, positive constant. With the positive sign, the constant loads to the 
admission of the group of transformations, which is associated with the change 
of scale for length or time or for both This is the common invariance group 
ef all physical phenomena. But, with tho negative sign is associated, in general, 
linear space-time transformations wdth complex coofficionts which are not phy- 
■SKially meaningful. In this context it may not be irrelevant to mention that 
rcc.oiitly there has been attemj)tB to introduce complex space-time transforraa- 
tious to investigate the possibility of faster-than-light particles. However, it 
has been shown by the author (Sen Gupta. 1966) that velocities greater than that 
ef light may bo introduced in the linear space-time transformations which ket p
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the relalion (1) invariant with positive sign on the light hand aide. Hence, the 
Maxwell equations should also be oovariant under such transformationa. The 
object of this short paper is to show this explicitly and discuss some of its physical 
consequences. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the negative sign in 
(1) may still be admitted. In this case the space-time transformations are effected 
by multiplying them with so that their ratios, which are physically important 
quantities, are always real. The consequences of these transformations on 
general tensors are multiplications by i, ~ i,  1 or —1 consistent with the rank 
of the tensor. But those do not lead to any new physical content of the theory.
In recent years, there has been a good deal of discussion about particles and 
systems moving with velocity greater than that of light (in empty space). This 
upper boiuid of the velocity follows in a natural maimer from the usual expres­
sion of the L(jrentz transformation, which is one of the invariance group of 
Maxwell’t> equations. Tt is worthwhile to investigate whether it is possible to 
express the Lorentz transformations by incorporating velocities greater than 
that of light. At this stage, it should be emphasized that in deriving the usual 
expressioii for the Lorentz transformation, in addition to the relation (1), it is 
assumed that in the limit when the relative velocity is small, the transformations 
should lead to those of Galilei. This may be imperative when one is not only 
interested in the Maxwell equations but also tlie equations of motion in classical 
mechanics As a matter of fact, in a jirevious investigation the author (Sen' 
Gupta 1966) showed that linear transformations of space-time, restricting only 
to the relalion (1), might be expressed with volucities greater than that of light. 
In tVic following seotion, after a brief discussion on these transformations, w(j 
shall sht)w the covariance of Maxwell’s equations with respect to these transforma­
tions. The last section is a discussion on sonic of its consequences.
2. Thtd Covabianob o v  Maxwell’s Equation 
a) The sjxiceAime transforniatiom
Wo shall confine our discussions to the accelerating part of the transformations, 
leaving out the spatial rotation; since it does not contribute anything new in the 
context of our present investigation. Let the spacc-timo transformation bo 
bo written in the form
x' =  {x—cHlw)y, y' ^ y ,  — s, V =  {t—xlw)y‘, y =  (1—c /^w“)(...)“ * ... (2)
I I >  c. It is easy to see that
==: x -^\-y -^^z^~ ... (3)
The coefficients are real only when >  c®. They also form a group. It was 
for the first time introduced by the author (Sen Gupta 1966). Two suocosBivo
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transformations as given by (2) with parameters lead to a transformation
with the parameter w* given by
^  c -^\-w,w^ (4)
On writing (2) in the form 
, _  (t—xwjc )^c^ , , X ‘ - w ty = y ,  z = ^ ,
on(^  notes, but for the coefficients and the negative sign, i-he roles of space and 
time in this transformation are interchanged with those of the Lorontz trans- 
ibrniation, which in turn, is responsible for introducing the velocity greater than 
ihat of light. Ne^turally, the limiting transformation obtained fvoiin (2) by taking 
the limit { w j c )  -> oo is
X =  X, y  — 1 z, t' — t—xlw. (G )
II IS quite different from the Galilei transformation. Tlie most general element 
()1 this limiting group obtained by incorporating a spalinl rolation /t 'is
r =  t' =  t~{n-r)lw, (6 )
where n is the unit vector along the direction of velocity. The structure of this 
group has been studied by Lovy-Loblond (1965) and the author (Sen Gupta 1966, 
19G8r/).
{h) Tha transformation of Maxwell’s Equation 
The Maxwell equations may be written as
V X H — 1 dE ^ .E ^ P  
V H  == 0.
L(it us introduce the space-time transformation
=  (^ii— t' =  {l—rwlwyy, r\  =  n «
(7)
(8)
For any vector q, gn =  (n-q), n the unit vector along the direction of velocity 
and =  g —ugi,. It can be easily checked that the Maxwell equation (7) can, 
ho written in a covariant form by introducing the following transformation of 
tlio field quantities £ , / / ;
-E'li =  -Eli, E \  =  {E i+(c/w )n X H ]y  T
/ / '„  =  H \  =  {H x - {c M n  X £ }y  J
(9)
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and Uio chargo-eurront
f\\ =  p' =  {p -cj[\H y =  / i . (10)
Tho above transformation shows explicitly that the Maxwell equations may also 
bci written m a oovariant form by incorporating a velocity greater than that of 
light It is obvious from (9) that as usual E E —H  H  and E H  are invariants 
The usual expression for the Poynting theorem is also valid in the transformed 
sj’^ stem, but the physical interpretations of the relevant quantities, namely 
E E [ H -H  and E^^H should not bo carried over without duo alterations. On 
tlie contrary they need critical examination in the context of the physical process 
perlhieiit to the problem
3. Discussion
It needs to be mentioned that tlui ti’ansformations (2) may be obtained from 
the usual expression for the Lorejitz transf ormation on replacing vjc, {v <  c) of the 
latter by r/w; Both the ratios being loss than unity, it leads to w >  c. An 
iiilerestiiig coiisoquoneo of this transformations on the charge-current is worth- 
mentioning. In order to show this, let us take fho simple case of charge-current 
due to a point charge, moving with uniform velocity nu, Ihus
P =  pQ {^r—nuf), j === npuje (H)
(12)
{p^  ^=  constant) and the transformed charge-current
p' - -  (1 ~ u l w ) p y ,  j'l, - -  { { u l c ) - { c l w ) ] y p ,  j\  =  /j..
For particles moving with a velocity | -a | >  c, the above equations show that 
with (1) w =  u, p' =  0 and jn is only a function of time; and (2) w >  w, p' the 
charge changtis sign, but the current changes direction only if w <  c j^w. This 
possibility of reducing the charge current only to current depending only on time 
was utilized by the author in studying possible nature of the electromagnetic 
field produced by fastor-than-light charged particles (Sen Gupta 1971a). In 
tlit> investigations of the Cerenkov radiation, (Twanenko & Sokolow 1953, Son Gupta 
1905, 1971a,6), the change in the sign of the electric field, due to a particle moving 
in a homogeneous medium, when the velocity increases from the phase velocity 
of the (doctromagnetic waves in the medium, is quite well-known. It may bo 
effectively looked upon as an apparent change in sign of the charge As a matter 
of fact with tile help of a transformation similar to that in (2) the author (Sen 
Gupta 19686) was able to reduce the problem of the Cerenkov radiation to that 
of an antenna It is also worthwhile to mention that Sommerfeld (1904a, 6) 
and Schott (1912) in their investigations on the electromagnetic field due to 
charges moving w'ith velocity greater that of light also noted this change of sign 
of the electric field.
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Finally, the transformation (2) may be combined with the usual Lorentz 
transformation (?; <  c), for the velocities in the same direction, the resulting 
velocity ui)' is given by
u+ic
r+vw/c® ^  c* (for w >  c, V < c ) .
Til our exposition we have confined ourselves to the transformation properties 
of the Maxwell equations only. As noted in the introduction the classical equa- 
iions of motion are not covariant with respect to these transformations, as the 
classical laws of motion are covariant only with the Galilei transformations, in 
(lie non-relativistic limit
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